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This work concerns the Edwards-Anderson Ising model of a spin ladder, in which random bonds
✁  connect nearest-neighbor Ising spins. We calculate the exact free energy of the quenched,
frustrated, spin-glass-like ladder as an integral over a probability distribution ✂✄☎✆, the eigenfunction
of a statistical transfer matrix. Our approach takes advantage of the statistical homogeneity of the
spin glass.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 05.50.+q, 75.10.Nr
In the present Letter we obtain an exact, closed-form ex-
pression for the thermodynamic properties of the Edwards-
Anderson (EA) model of an Ising spin glass [1] in the
simplest geometry to exhibit frustration, i.e., the simple
ladder of two linear chains connected by transverse bonds.
In this geometry each new rung of the ladder brings in
two spins and three new nearest-neighbor bonds, each of
strength ✝✞ with equal and independent probability.
We now distinguish two out of the many possibilities.
In the completely annealed “bond-liquid” phase the bonds
rearrange themselves to optimize the free energy; in this
phase all thermodynamic properties are easy to calcu-
late. In the spin-glass phase (SG) the same bonds are
quenched—i.e., their ✟✝✠ signs are assigned at random
and fixed (“frozen-in”) at all temperatures. The thermo-
dynamic properties in the SG phase are comparatively
difficult to obtain. Indeed, the search for closed-form
solutions of model spin glasses over the two decades
spanning 1974 to 1994 introduced the replica method,
ultrametricity, and other arcane procedures into the vocab-
ulary of statistical physics [2]. A high-temperature series
expansion has been carried out to the 15th order in ✡ ☛ ☞
dimensions [3]. Yet, to date no method has been totally
successful in clarifying the issues and there still does not
exist a simple theory of the spin-glass problem compa-
rable to the transfer matrix solution [4] of the ordinary two-
dimensional Ising model, although some numerical studies
do come close to it in spirit. For example, Morgenstern and
Binder [5] performed a row-by-row evaluation of the par-
tition function and claimed excellent results as compared
with the usual Monte Carlo approach. Saul and Kardar
[6] reduce a finite-sized strip to a sum over closed
random walks of fixed length, each to be averaged over
random configurations. Our procedure systematizes their
approaches and makes a transparent, closed-form solution
possible in the ladder geometry. It also allows for a
coherent formulation of glassy models in 2D and 3D, even
if the solution does become vastly more complex with
increasing numbers of degrees of freedom.
Each of ✌ spins is allowed two values, ✍
✎
✏ ✝✑. In
the EA version of the Ising model, each nearest-neighbor
bond ✞
✒✓
is allowed just two values, ✞
✒✓
✏ ✝✞. (A bond
✔
✞ promotes parallel nearest-neighbor spins whereas ✕✞
promotes antiparallel nearest neighbors.) Whether the
system is annealed or quenched, the energy ✖ is the







such term being either ✕✞ or ✔✞. The free energy is then
✗ ✏ ✔✘✙ log✚✛ where ✚ ✏ Tr✜exp✟✔✖✢✘✙✠✣ ✤ (1)
The trace is over both the ✥✦ configurations of the ✌ spins







bonds of the spin ladder. Stipulating this
subset defines the type of randomness being imposed. For





bond states are allowed with equal weight, whereas in
the SG phase, just one is—and it is chosen at random.
Thus the entropies of the two phases will be quite
different. Assuming ✪✞
✒✓

















































We note that at
✙
✏ ✬ the limiting value of Eq. (2a)














to which both spin and bond degrees of freedom



































This is the quantity most closely comparable to the free
energy of the quenched SG.



















✠ over the ✥✦ spin configura-
tions. Because translation invariance is broken in the








✠ is a real challenge.







✠ representative of the thermody-
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both homogeneous and extensive and which correctly
represents the thermodynamic free energy. Identical con-
siderations of course also apply to the two-, three-, and
higher-dimensional spin glasses and to other models of dis-
ordered spins. This need to average log✍ rather than ✍ is
what originally informed the replica method in the study of
random systems [2]. However, this need is entirely elimi-
nated in the present approach in which the free energy
naturally and conveniently averages itself.
The ladder under consideration is best visualized as a
chain of plaquettes laid end to end, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Frustrated plaquettes have one or three antiferromagnetic
bonds (of type ☎✁) and have a minimum energy ✄✆✁ .
Unfrustrated plaquettes have zero, two, or four antiferro-
magnetic bonds and a minimum energy of
✄✒✁
[8]. As
the probability of any given plaquette being frustrated is
50%, the average ground-state energy in the quenched
















✁. Thus we find that in an infinite ladder
the SG ground-state energy exceeds that of the annealed
phase by precisely ✌✎✏✁ per spin [9].
With “1” labeling spins on the first chain and “2” on the
second and ✓ labeling the distance along the chains, we











FIG. 1. Illustration of the ladder geometry. The vertices
indicate spins ✚
✛✜✢
( ✣ ✤ ✥ or 2 and ✦ ✤ ✥✧ ★✧ ✩ ✩ ✩ ✧ ✪), which
are connected by nearest-neighbor bonds ✫✬ .
✭✮ with which to replace the ✙
 ✠✕


































The transformations were chosen so as to decouple the
✙
✂✠✕
spins in the first chain from the new, lumped, random
variables ✵✁
✕






























❊ ❊ ❊ ❈
✕




in which ✷ ☞ ✆
❋






are the new parameters. The prime in
Tr✺ indicates the remaining trace is over the ✔
✕
’s only.
The problem has thus been mapped onto that of a chain
of Ising spins ✔
✕
in a random external “magnetic field”
✭





❍ always, the random pseudofield term
dominates at all ❑ ▼ ✌, precluding an order/disorder phase
transition at any finite temperature in this particular model.






























P and Tr✺ as their inner product.











variables fixed at ✭● with equal probability; the very






❊ ❊ ❊ ❈
✕




(4) sums the two eigenvalues of ◗ . However, we
note that the ratio of the two eigenvalues of ◗ is
❘
✖exp✖✄❙✝✗✗, where ❙ is some function of ● , and
therefore only the larger of the two eigenvalues survives
in the thermodynamic limit ✝
✰
❚; it in effect equals
the trace to within an exponentially vanishing error. The
larger eigenvalue is also the one whose eigenvector has
only positive entries, interpretable as probabilities. It is
therefore the only physically acceptable solution.
Using a normalization conventional in statistical physics











expressing the probability of ✔
✂
pointing “up” (we
take it to be in the range ✌ ❲ ❱
✂
❲
✮) and ✖✮ ✄ ❱
✂
✗
the probability of its pointing “down.” We use it to
generate the above-mentioned eigenvalue and eigenvector


















✗, and iterate the process up to the
✓
th
matrix, where ✓ is an arbitrary large number which can
be as large as ✝■
✆
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For a given ✄ there are two possible values of ✖ (depend-
ing on the two values of ✏
✞
) only one of which is realized,
at random. At each step two more values are generated,
ultimately seeding the entire interval ✝ ☞ ✄ ☞ ✂. Thus,










is automatically self-averaging over the ran-

















✙✤log☎ ✛ ✥log✑✦✧ ★ (6)
At each temperature (or
✏
) we need to evaluate
✥log✑✦ ✩
✪
✫✄ ✬✭✄✮ log✑✭✄✮ using an appropriate proba-
bility distribution
✬✭✄✮
. Equation (5) defines a mapping
✄ ✯ ✖ remarkably similar to that which governs the dis-
tribution ✰ of normal modes in a chain of disordered,
random masses and springs [10]. The major difference
resides in the physical nature of the variables. Here the
independent variable is
✏
rather than ✱✠, and the depen-









in the usual way], rather than the density
of normal modes ✰✭✱✠✮. In fact, the exact and novel so-
lution by Fourier transformation derived below can easily
be adapted to random chains and complements a large
number of attempts to solve that problem, some of which
are reviewed in Ref. [10].

















✮ does not. This invariance is the result
of periodic boundary conditions [11] which mandate the
statistical homogeneity of what is inherently an inhomo-



























































































































. Because ✖ depends only on the set of
✏
☛
with ❀ ☞ ❁ but not on ✏
✞




and ✖. There results a translation-

































FIG. 2. The mapping: ❉
❊





for a representative ❏❑▲▼ ◆ ❖ P ◗. The two
critical points ●❘❙◗❚ and ●❘❙❯❚ are the intersections of the ❉’s
with ●.






















✛ log✭cosh✏✮✧ ✶ (10)
and define the difference as ❪❱❂✙ , the “excess free






































of Eq. (7) is analyzed














✁ ✄, denoted ✄❜✵✂✷ and ✄❜✵✚✷ ✁ ✂ ✔ ✄❜✵✂✷. In











✮ is symmetric about ✄ ✁ ✎
✠







. Inside the range it is discon-
tinuous everywhere; the two fixed points are points of ac-




, is a “devil’s staircase.”
The numerical solution of Eq. (7) by iteration is unstable






defined in Fig. 2,
plotted as functions of ❖.
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when one uses only a small number of iterations but ap-
pears to settle down after seven or more, which corre-
sponds to finite chains of 14 or more spins. Alternatively,
we find this equation can be solved exactly, in principle,




















☎ ✌✚✁✄✏✒✎✓ ✍ ✄✏✒✌✓ 
, as required
for normalization. The ✛
✞
for ✡ ✜ ✙ are then obtained

















































































Most of the eigenvalues of ✴ are zero and the largest
does not exceed 0.25 in magnitude at any ✹ . Hence ✲
is nonsingular. Equations (12), (13), and (14) together
yield the exact solution to Eq. (7). With a supercomputer,
inversion of ✌✙✙ ✭ ✌✙✙ matrices should not prove too
time-consuming and should prove quite accurate over a
large range of ✹ .
For this introductory work we have investigated an
analytic approach which is easily implemented using a
desk computer. It consists of approximating the func-
tion ✮
✯





































solution ✂ ❃ ✌✚❁❄ near the singularity, with ❅ ☎ ✌ ✍
log✎✚ log✺
✯




. After an appro-
priate choice of cutoff and normalization this power law
yields a useful approximation to ✂. The free energy is
easily calculated as an integral over this function and is
exhibited in Fig. 4. We have also obtained a qualitatively
similar result (not shown), using the iterative solution of
Eq. (7) [13].
We thank Professor Ben Bromley for preliminary dis-
cussions concerning the numerical evaluation of Eq. (7).
FIG. 4. Excess free energy density ❆❇❈❉❊❋●❍ as a function
of ❉ , calculated using the power-law approximation (see text).
The asymptotic approach to the exact ground-state value 0.5 at
❉ ■ ❏ is observed to be very slow.
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❊ the 7th iteration
of Eq. (7) already seems to yield a stable distribution at
all ❉ ❩ ❬
▼
.
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